We continued work 4:30 am. We are still tracing our flat surface, but I am convinced that it is the floor of the wall of P - the soil is too soft, not hard-packed to be a true floor. There is still almost no pottery, no shell, no bone. Only a few bits of plaster were found. As we start excavating toward the west, we start finding more evidence for a surface. The soil is darker (evidence of burning). A few black pebbles are found in the NW corner, and the surface slopes up against the west wall.

Discussion w J.R., L.T., G.N. & J.S. about sequence of events.

1st wall collapse in God’s trench, probably around levels (3) assuming it collapsed during U4 period. Pottery of surface now being collected (TRB3C piles 3:68, 3:69 - surface on which wall fell).

2nd Greek occupation - probably from West end of gallery, with solid wall of fallen rubble + ashlar NW-EW g. wall. We suspect burn surface TRB18 4:10 & TRB3B 5:54 to match in pottery, date.

3rd later occupation = building of wall 5, use of rubble + area + no major collapse in TRB3C. Interior of room (TRB3B) should date this wall. TRB18 was an earlier area, and it is not
Known at this point whether both pails are associated (TR 81 B 3:67, TR 80 B 4:54 at 6+ 3:33)

We must still wait for pottery analysis reports for a confirmation of the date of these levels. Our problem remains to figure out the date of the collapse of the wall which could have happened during a span of 8400 yrs (1MIII B - PG).

The surface was cleaned & photographed (p.100).

* Roll 7, frames 09, 30, 31
  TR 81 B, from SE, bottom pail 4:70
  - surface w burning (surface associated w TR 80 pail 5:54)

Roll 7, frame 32
  libation, close up of NW corner, wall tumble

Roll 7, frame 33 - from East, detail w west wall.

The levels seem to be approximately the same for this surface in both trenches 81 B and 80 B. We must wait, however, for pottery analysis. We started our next pail in the NE corner

PAIL 7/1, 1988/1/8/18/5:71 * Surface of use
  location: under pail 4:70
  depth: 3.95 - 3.78 at top / 3.94 - 3.70 bottom
  drawing: p. 108
  soil: brown, clayey, silty, w some small stones, charcoal to west
  pottery: 9-8th c. Late PG

Other: worked stone(?), pestle, blade, pumice, phall, soil sample
  mentioned: PG slips, p. C5763
Upon - we continue working on pail 5:51. In the NE corner, at flat place was cleaned. In addition, small pebbles at flat place were seen, but the fact that some rubble still broke out in places indicates that this may not be a surface about 13rd of the French (not to be still needs to be excavated), we may find new evidence for a surface there.

We will continue this pail on Monday.

August 10, 1990

level: 6.34 m.
sm - we continue pail 5:51 that was started on Friday.
In the area where the soil was dark in pail 4:70, more burnt soil can be seen. The surface itself is dark, the soil underneath is lighter, and charcoal was found at the level reached with our present pail.
Along the west wall much charcoal was found. A soil sample was collected. In addition, no pottery, bone and shell was collected from this intense area of burning.
We finished this pail, took levels + 100x photographs. This surface of use can be matched with pail 5:55 of TR 821.8.
We started a new pail in the NE corner.

4 clayish-like surface w. some stones & small pebbles, barely covering the krepidoma.
WALL 9

WALL 10

Bottom PAI 572, 70A, 70B
Surface
(TR 828, 6:58)

PAI 72
K 92A/813/6:72
Location: under PAI 5, 31
Depth: 3.75 - 3.71
Top: 3.65 - 3.61
Bottom
Drawing: p 164
Soil: light brown, same as above
Pottery: LH III B
Other: shell, spcm, charcoal

As soon as we started this
page we noticed how flat the sur-
face was - perhaps we have a
floor or a surface of use. The
kleipidome sticks out by 0.06m.
Small pebbles can be seen on the
surface.

* Not a keqris, but probably a
wall of Building T.
August 11, 1934

Level: 0.53 m

6:40 a.m. We continue work on level 6:73. Some burning can be seen to the SE (perhaps the same surface as in TR 82B, level 3:72). We hope to finish this pass this morning so that we may start another pass of level 6:73 for the floor of P1.

We are now working toward the west, along wall #9. The surface can still be traced, but there is less burning than to the SE. Some flakes of charcoal, however, can be seen.

It seems as if we are uncovering the surface as we work westward. The surface which can be also seen in 82B is some 1.30 m from our East Baulk. It is a hard, clayish-like surface with charcoal, etc. We therefore change levels to excavate to the west. I expect Greek material there. At this level, in TR 82B, level 6:73 is still in G levels - the level we are at now. Perhaps coincides in date with the Kinoan levels here. We have been leveled by the Greeks. For this area, we use a new level.

Pain: 7011, 9011, 8101, 6:72
Location: Under level 5:71
Depth: 3.86 - 3.75
Top: 3.68 - 3.59
Bottom: 3.51
Gravel: 16.4
Soil: darker than 6:73, light, soft
Pottery: LMIII/AD1a and B - thoroughly mixed; no one period dominant.
The area of burning against the west wall was being removed with pail 6:72B. Pail 6:72B was pasted in Pail 6:72B. Location: under pail 71. Depth: 3.94 - 3.70 top / 3.86 - 3.70 bottom. Soil: very dark soil ash, red patches. Pottery: HM III 2C. Other: bone, shell.

The area of burning was removed and the level reached here is still higher than that reached in Pails 72 and 72A. Therefore, we take this area down to the same level as Pail 72C.

Pail 72C / 72A / 81B / 6:72C

All pails 72... were finished today and Pail 6:73 was started in the NE corner. We are a little uneasy as to where the floor of PIs is. Here, we are clearing a 0.10m pass. This will hopefully be completed tomorrow.
**Level: 6.42m**

AM - we start by cleaning the walled piece at W20 to excavate the floor surface found yesterday. The pail used for this new level is 6.23

DAL 731 K92A/81 B1 (0.73) - floor & P

**Location:** under Pails (0.72) & 73A, 73C

**Depth:** 3.67 - 3.59 top (3.67 - 3.47) bottom

**Drawing:** p. 170

**Soil:** brown soft clay at bottom

**Pottery:** LM IIIB

- Gordon blue! stone tool? soil sample
- Other: plaster, shell, pumice, bronze
- Unintentioned: C 972B charcoal
- Loomweight

The level reached is this pail is probably the floor of P, we will finish this pail and then return to House X to complete X11. We will wait until Gordon has found the surface in 83c and then return to 81B to trace this surface.

- 21m from the south wall, a thin layer of sand was found. This surface slightly rises up to the south. The chunks of soil easily flake off the sandy surface, and many small pebbles & phras can be seen.

As we continue excavating this pail we realize that the level of the surface reached us quite planted (slopes down toward center). We isolated the slope next to wall 10 - but with our next phase we will be able to clear this surface. The levels reached here are +3.47 - 3.46m (3.44 in TR 82B). The level reached on Gordon's uplayer floor (LM II?) is

---

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Measure 1</th>
<th>Measure 2</th>
<th>Measure 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>X stone tool</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X Gordon Blue!</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram:**

- Wall 9: Various measurements with notations for Bronze, Heart, etc.
- Wall 10: Similar measurements with notes for Gordon Blue!

---

Trenches 82-83 - Pail 9 from 32 to 35 - Floor of P.

Also see NB 83
+3.34: ...slightly below the expected floor of D. The bottom of the hearth is at +3.35 and the platform in front of it at +3.44m. The surface reached is quite hard, clay-like, with traces of charcoal and pebbles.

pm - work continued on pail 6.73. To the SW the surface is harder to isolate, but a large area of burning can be seen in the center. Our next pass will concentrate on the center of the trend to trace the lower part of the surface.

Our second pass was started at the end of the day. A large area of burning was found in the center. Some charcoal was collected and a soil sample was taken to the laboratory. We plan to complete this tomorrow morning and return to House Y.

August 13 1975

level: XI 8.00
11B 6.51
3:00 - we finished the pail that was started yesterday before break. The large area of burning that was found yesterday on the east can now be called a hearth.

N-S 1.00m
E-W 0.75m as visible迹象
under baulk of 33C

Pail 6.73 was identified as D's floor. The area will be photographed with that of 83C to give a broader view of the (1976) Habitation...
Shortly after break we made back on to house X'10 to complete X'11.

PM 11/4 | K 9'0n/ 8M/ 18'07 - Surface

Location: Wall pile 11 37

Depth: 5.10 - 5.10 41 / 5.04 - 5.04 bottom

Drawing pp 178-179

Soil: Very hard, compact

Pottery: LM IIIA1 - pure?

Other: Bone shell

As soon as we started this space, we came upon what seemed to be a flat floor (??). The slabs were cleared and the area will be photographed. N-S small wall (labelled #11).

New development: It seems that there is a threshold between X9 + X11 - we will continue excavating to the lower levels.

PM 11/5 | K 9'0n/ 8M/ 18'07 - Location: Cleaning of scarp W of wall #11

Depth:

Soil: Middle brown soil quite hard. Potter: LM IIIA - latest; noone period.

Other: Bone?

LM IIIA - LM III, LM III

PM 11/6 | K 9'0n/ 8M/ 18'07 - Location: Removal of debris

Depth: 5.35 - 5.35 bottom

Soil: Hard between stones, light soft, brown, potter: LM IIIA1 - latest

Other: Bone, shell, plaster bits

LM III - LM IIIA, LM IIIA
Wall 11 goes to down, perhaps to the bottom reached w/ 13.9 after removing part of Wall 11 with spade 13. We removed the stones and started excavating a pass with spade 13.

PTL 371/92A/B/C/13: 13
location under spade 13: 13
depth 5.84-5.00 top 4.91-4.86 bottom drawing up 1.70
soil: brown, some small stones, hard pottery: Untappled
other: stone, quern, shell
note: joins with spade 74: 78
See below.

A very large amount of querns was collected. This level appears to be fill material. Quite a lot of pottery was collected.

Inventory cont'd
C 9714 UP cc
C 9715 UP cc
C 9718 UP cc
C 9716 UP cc
C 9719 UP cc
C 9714 UP Kylix.
LAST DAY!
level: 7.99 m.
8:30 AM: We continue working on fill 13.77. A large perforated stone was removed (part of floor, see p. 174) and set aside for Helena to un-bone at. Still a lot of pumice is found.

We finished this pass and changed pails. A large flat pond was found in the SE corner of 13.77.

Pail 78 | K92A | 8C | 13.78
location: under 13.78
depth: 4.51 - 4.81 m top / 4.81 - 4.77 m bottom
drawings: p. 178
soil: sandy brown, some small stones
pottery: LMLIA1
other: pumice, grinding stone, bone
un inventoried, joins w pail 74

We now label the thick E-W wall #12. The level reached is quite flat, but we do not indicate of a surface. We take levels + change pails.

Pail 78 | K92A | 8C | 13.79 - surface (2)
location: under 13.78
depth: 4.81 - 4.77 m top / 4.77 - 4.73 m bottom
drawings: p. 180
soil: hard, fine sand, clay-like at bottom
pottery: LMLIA1
other: plaster block, bone, stone
un inventoried: